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Mark Bunting, publisher, Capital Ideas Media 

Echelon Wealth Partners’ Top Picks portfolio has an enviable track record. 

In 2017, the analyst team returned nearly 79% compared to 9.1% for the broader 
S&P/TSX index. 

And from 2014-2016, Echelon chose stocks that gained 90% versus 24% for the 
TSX Small Cap Index. 

Echelon’s Top Picks Portfolio has outperformed the Small Cap Index for five     
consecutive years (2014-2018) and has beaten the broader TSX in four of the last 
five years.  

Alas, last year Echelon’s Top Picks declined a combined -17.5%, versus 8.9% for 
the S&P/TSX but better than the S&P/TSX Small Cap index return of -18.2%.  

Echelon is back it this year with their batch of… 

…“aggressive, catalyst-rich, high-growth, entrepreneurial companies”. 

They are all returning names with the exception of one.  
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Here are five of Echelon Wealth Partners’ Top Picks for Q1 2019: 

Introduction 

We view the recent market volatility opportunistically, with investors able to own these quality companies at 

discounted valuations.  

Our decision to retain a majority of our Q4 2018 Top Picks portfolio is a strong vote of confidence in these 

companies and their respective prospects.  

Q1 2019 Top Picks Portfolio 

Neptune Wellness Solutions (TSX:NEPT) 

Health Canada license now granted, allowing for commercial cannabis oil distribution while adaptation of 

Sherbrooke facility to larger-scale oil extraction capacity continues:  

We were encouraged by Neptune’s recent success in receiving its formal license from Health Canada to    

produce and commercialize cannabis oil.  

The firm already has in place a multi-year supply agreement with industry leader Canopy Growth 

(TSX:WEED) as well as a new manufacturing alliance announced in late Dec. 2018 with Switzerland-based   

capsule formulation leader Lonza Group AG.                                                                       
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“We view the recent market volatility opportunistically, with investors able to own these quality 
companies at discounted valuations.” - Echelon Wealth Partners
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This deal will presumably leverage Lonza’s Capsugel division (acquired from KKR 

for $5.5 billion in 2017) and its Licaps liquid-filled hard gelatin capsule technology for 
generating bioavailable co-formulations of cannabinoids and other medically relevant 

agents.  

The firm expects to deploy an additional $2.5 million in growth capital expendi-
ture to construct a new Licap-based production line at its Sherbrooke facility, including 

transfer of relevant intellectual property that will allow Neptune to commercialize Li-

cap-based cannabis oils in partnership with Lonza.  

Neptune has sufficient cash to fund most growth capital expenditure investments 
required to achieve cannabis oil production:  

The firm is well positioned to adapt its documented expertise in extracting medically-

relevant oils from biological sources to medical cannabis oil production, and adapt 
this capability to developing cannabinoid formulations incorporating other micronutri-

ents through operations at recently acquired Biodroga. 

Neptune had cash & equivalents of $20.4 million and total debt of $4 million, 
and importantly, most of the growth capital necessary to create the top-end oil- ex-
traction facility that Sherbrooke now is was long ago financed.  
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Profound Medical (TSX:PRN) 

A few new risk factors emerged during fiscal Q3 2018 that created an attractive entry price level for investors:  

While PRN did experience substantial share price decline in the preceding quarter, an overtly myopic focus on 
fiscal Q4 2018 share price return would have also missed the positive: 

 +25% performance for PRN since garnering Top Pick status from us in October of 2018.  

Pipeline attractiveness coupled with imminently-anticipated clinical/regulatory milestones, notably for    
TULSA-PRO, give us confidence that medium-term returns consistent with our PT are achievable. Expect TULSA 
PRO & Sonalleve to experience more substantial unit sales traction during fiscal 2019:  

Profound’s ultrasound ablation developer peers have actually been quite helpful to TULSA PRO's        
immediate sales potential through their own published clinical studies. 

Efforts specifically to establish reimbursement codes for prostate gland-specific tumor ablation, greatly        

enhancing potential for TULSA PRO to generate more substantive unit sales during launch quarters than would 

be achievable without reimbursement infrastructure in place.  

Clinical/regulatory milestones on the horizon for TULSA PRO, specifically for final data from pivotal TACT 

trial expected before quarter-end:  

We expect Profound to report final one-year efficacy data from the TACT trial later this quarter and we are    

optimistic that one-year data on serum PSA reduction can be as positive as six-month data were when        

reported in May 2018.  

We expect final data from TACT later in fiscal Q1 2019 and for U.S. FDA filing to transpire later in the quarter 

or perhaps in early Q2.  

FDA review could conclude as early as end of Q2 and for commercial launch, probably independent of      

partners initially, but with our model still assuming that strategic partners Philips and Siemens could        

facilitate client identification as a way to drive their own MR system sales worldwide.  
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Profound Medical Corp. (TSX:PRN) | 3 year chart
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Kneat (TSXV:KSI) 

We believe KSI is on the verge of hitting its stride with its software as a service (SaaS) Kneat Gx platform, 

which solves the issue of data validation in the life sciences space.  

In 2018, KSI signed seven new customers and scaled two existing customers. These new customers add 

to Kneat’s potential install base within existing customers which is now in excess of 250 manufacturing sites 

and translates to an average recurring revenue opportunity of over $20 million.  

We expect continued news flow in 2019 with two or three go-live events in Q4 2018 which will serve as 

further validation of KSI’s value proposition.  

We view the current Johnson & Johnson asbestos challenges as further evidence as to why every big    

pharma, including JNJ, should be using Kneat Gx – this example highlights the importance for real-time 

validation, visibility and integrity of systems and data, all of which the Kneat Gx platform provides.  

We continue to expect near-term qualitative announcements with second half 2019 starting to show financial 

benefit and scalable operating leverage.  

We forewarn that revenue could be lumpy while SaaS revenues build up to offset the lumpiness of on-premise 

revenues – the focus is on selling SaaS.  

We note Ian Ainsworth, Chairman, and Wade Dawe, Director, have been purchasing in the open market 

over the past month.  
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Kneatcom Inc (TSX:KSI) | 3 year chart
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Photon Control (TSX:PHO)  

With the stock currently trading at 11.1x/7.6x our estimated 2019/2020 EPS (ex-cash), we believe Photon 

presents exceptional risk-reward characteristics.  

With $0.37/share in cash on the balance sheet (vs. a $1.14 share price), there is limited downside from 

current levels. We see continued solid free cash flow generation driving the company’s cash balance to $0.60/

fully diluted share by 2020.  

We forecast EBITDA compound annual growth rate of 10% though 2020, helping sustain the Company’s 

best-in-class return on invested capital of 30%+.  

Catalysts include the naming of a new CEO, potential for M&A activity, and a jump in revenues in the second 

half of the year.  

Revival Gold (TSXV:RVG)  

Revival Gold has many 2018 milestones to celebrate, setting it up for continued success in 2019.  

The company established a maiden 1.98 million ounces indicated and inferred NI43-101 resource at 

Beartrack in Q218, followed up with expansion drilling in the second half of 2018 that showed positive resource 

growth potential by intersecting significant mineralization at depth and along the Beartrack Panther Creek 

Fault.  
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Positive initial metallurgical results from Beartrack also confirmed historical work, providing a basis for ongo-

ing metallurgical testing.  

At the adjacent Arnett Creek property, Revival consolidated all the historical claims, and preliminary drill    

results in Q4 2018 validated historical oxide gold results.  

For 2019, we expect the company to continue its development program with additional geological work and 

drilling, leading to greater visibility on a potentially increasing resource.  

A price overhang related to RVG share sales from a large shareholder funding its own exploration program 
was also lifted in Q4 2018, clearing the way for Revival to announce and fund 2019 activities and potentially 

provide improving liquidity to the shares, which remain tightly structured with only 42.1 million outstanding 
(56.8 million fully diluted).  
 
Work to be done in 2019 will increasingly give the market evidence that a combined Beartrack and Arnett 
Creek production scenario merits sufficient scale to warrant increasing interest from large-cap mining      

companies wanting to replenish project pipelines with attractive acquisitions. 
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BMO is out with its 24 top Canadian picks for 2019.  

Many of the names are familiar. We’ve chosen three of them that aren’t necessarily household names 
and offer a nice mix of growth, growth at a reasonable price (GARP), and value. 

Boyd Group Income Fund (TSX:BYD.UN) 

This is a name we’ve presented before and present again because it’s been such a darn good story year 
after year with a five-year return of nearly 280%. 
  
Winnipeg-based Boyd Group operates a network of non-franchised collision repair centres across 
North America, mostly in the U.S. with more 90% of its revenue generated through insurance carriers 
such as State Farm Insurance, Allstate, and Geico. 

BMO has an “outperform” recommendation and target price of $135. 

BMO says… “We expect annual earnings growth in the mid-teens to 20% range from self-financed, 
small acquisitions and modest same-store sales growth.” 

Badger Daylighting (TSX:BAD) 

Calgary-based Badger is the largest provider of non-destructive excavating services in North America. 
Its systems use water and vacuum technology to remove dirt and debris. The company services indus-
tries such as the oil and gas market and utilities. 

BMO has an “outperform” recommendation and target price of $41 and sees the high short 
interest as unjustified hi-lighting the company’s financial results have “exceeded expectations for the 
past six quarters.” 

Pason Systems (TSX:PSI) 

Calgary-based Pason provides data management systems for oil drilling rigs with a dividend yield of 
more than 3%.  

BMO has an “outperform” recommendation and target price of $27, saying the company has 
a strong balance sheet, rising market share and “industry leading margins.” 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Three Top Canadian Picks from BMO
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Canaccord Genuity analyst Derek Dley initiated coverage on Chicago-based Cresco 
Labs (CSE:CL) with a “speculative buy” rating and price target of $14, giving the 
stock nearly 50% upside.


Cresco Labs is a grower and retailer of premium cannabis with operations in six 
states (Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Nevada, California, and Arizona) and is awaiting 
approval pending for acquisitions in New York, Maryland and Massachusetts.


“Cresco offers investors a best-in-class operational team, with a market-leading 
presence in several states, including Illinois, an attractive medical market with the 
potential to legalize cannabis for adult use in the next 12-18 months” Mr. Dley added 
in his report.


“Cresco’s ability to augment its vertically integrated dispensary operations with a  
robust wholesale business differentiates the company from its multi-state peers.”


“Cresco is attractively valued given its strong position in a number of U.S.        
markets, growth potential through its acquisition pipeline, a healthy balance sheet 
and best-in-class operational expertise.They currently trade at 9.9 times our 2020 
EBITDA estimate compared to 12.1 times peers estimates.”
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	 Technically 
	 	 SPEAKING by Dwight Galusha 

setyourstop.com
Restaurant Brands International (TSX:QSR) is consolidating within a symmetrical triangle     

continuation pattern on the monthly time frame. The lower trendline of the triangle is offering 

a nice risk / reward setup with a clear place to set a stop-loss order. There are three steps that 

will confirm upward price momentum. The stochastic oscillator must cross above the 50 level, 

momentum (the ppo indicator) must cross higher above the downtrend line and price action 

must breakout through the upper trendline of the triangle.
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